Abstract. Irregular-shaped bridge is an important component of urban overpass and is prone to damage due to severe overloading and material deterioration. Structural damage detection is necessary to prevent bridge failure and guarantee the safe operation of urban traffic. For vibration-based damage detection methods, mode shape of full-scale structure is difficult to be measured with the limited number of sensors, while modal frequency can be obtained accurately and conveniently. This paper aims to propose a two-stage scheme for damage identification using the ratios of modal frequency changes and uniform load surface curvature difference (ULSCD) in damage region. FCM algorithm improved by PSO algorithm (FCM-PSO) is employed to locate damage and predict the damage extent. Firstly, the ratios of modal frequency changes from training cases are classified into several clusters based on FCM-PSO analysis. And the cluster centers for damage locations are constructed. Damage location can be identified by calculating the fuzzy memberships between identification indicator vector and cluster centers of damage locations. After obtaining the damage location, ULSCD values in damage region are established to assess damage severity based on the memberships in damage grades. Damage identification results for typical irregular-shaped bridge demonstrate that the two-stage damage identification method is efficient and accurate to identify the occurrence, location and extent of structural damage Keywords: irregular-shaped bridge, damage identification, FCM-PSO, ratio of modal frequency change, uniform load surface curvature difference.
Introduction
In general, bridge structures are prone to damage due to long-term deterioration under external environment factors and service load [1, 2] . Since bridge failure can cause severe economic loss and threaten people's lives and safety, damage detection is becoming one of the most important aspects of bridge health monitoring [3] . Bridge damage identification attempts to determine whether structural damage has occurred and also the location and extent of damage. During the past few decades, vibration-based damage detection (VBDD) techniques are widely used for damage detection due to their ease of practical implementation. It is based on the fact that modal parameters (natural frequency, mode shape and modal damping) are the functions of physical parameters (mass, stiffness and damping). Local damages usually cause the decrease in the structural stiffness, which produces changes in the global vibration characteristics of structure. Researchers have tried to detect and locate damages through comparing the dynamic properties from damaged bridge with that from undamaged one, or from a finite element model in undamaged state [4] .
Various damage identification methods based on modal parameters have been proposed and applied including natural frequencies, modal assurance criteria (MAC), mode shape curvatures (MSC), modal strain energies, frequency response functions (FRF), modal stiffness, flexibility curvatures, uniform load surface curvatures and so on. Although the dynamic identification algorithms have been highly developed, many difficulties inherent in the current methods should be overcome. In these damage identification indices, the vast majority of them are constructed by mode shape. However, it is difficult to measure the whole modal shape of large and complex structures due to the limited number of sensors [5] . A large number of sensors will increase the cost of bridge damage detection and restrict the practical application of VBDD technology. In addition, these incomplete measurements will make the damage identification indices derived from mode shape inaccurate or useless [6] . This increases the difficulty of damage identification for large and complex structures.
In order to overcome the disadvantages of existing structural damage identification approaches in full-scale structures, sub-structural identification techniques have been proposed [7] . It can efficiently reduce the measuring points by isolating the estimation region within an internal substructure. Weng et al. [8] proposed a forward substructure approach for damage detection of structures, which analyzed the substructures independently and assembled to recover the solutions of global structure using constraints at the interfaces. Yun and Lee [9] adopted the ARMAX model in a time domain for substructures to identify damages in frame structures. Koh and Shankar [10] proposed a sub-structural identification method without the measurements at the interfaces. Sub-structural damage identification technique provides a method to achieve the damage detection for complex structure. But, it needs to carry out repeated tests to narrow down the damaged region or determine the approximate range by means of other nondestructive testing methods.
The typical irregular-shaped bridge is a five-span continuous beam structure. As complex bridge structure, it is difficult to measure mode shape of full-scale structure. Selecting the modal parameter measured conveniently and accurately to identify structural damage has an important practical significance [11] . Modal frequency is an indicator reflecting global dynamic property of bridge structure. It is easy to be obtained with high precision in structural vibration testing, especially in the structure which is not suitable to arrange a lot of sensors. For a practical structure, they can be measured at a few locations or even at one frequency measurement point. With improvement of signal processing and analyzing, the identification precision of frequency becomes more favorable. In addition, changes in the modal frequencies may not be the same for each mode since the changes depend on location and severity of the damage. This offers the possibility of using modal frequency to detect structural damage. Hearn and Tesla [12] , Wang et al. [13] and Patil et al. [14] presented various methods that exploit the modal frequencies of full-scale structure to detect damage. The ratio of frequency changes in every two modes is a function of the damage location only, which can be adopted to locate damage [15] .
However, the use of natural frequencies for damage detection is limited for following reasons [16] . Firstly, natural frequency is a global parameter which is insensitive to local damage of structure. Damage identification result is unreliable based on only one or few order modal frequencies. Secondly, the changes of modal frequencies are equal with each other when the damages locate at the symmetrical position. Therefore, damage location is not identified accurately in symmetrical structure. These difficulties of damage identification based on modal frequency can be overcome to some extent in irregular-shaped bridge. Because of the unique geometry of irregular-shaped bridge, the damages at symmetrical positions are nonexistent. Moreover, the identification indicator vector consisted of the ratios of frequency changes in sufficient number of modes can make up the shortcomings of damage detection based on only one or few modal frequencies. The improvement of damage detection method makes it possible to locate damage for irregular-shaped bridge using modal frequency.
Although the modal frequency shows the capability of damage detection for irregular-shaped bridge, uncertainties involved cannot be ignored. In general, measured modal parameters including modal frequency and mode shape are affected by enormous uncertainties resulting from either measurement noises or environmental variations, such as changing temperature, moisture and load condition [17, 18] . Structural damage identification is unavoidably conducted for cases where the measurement data containing uncertainties, which greatly impede accurate and reliable damage detection. In order to overcome these defects, neural networks have been used for this purpose. However, neural network is a black box that are difficult to understand and can also require enormous computer time when the back-propagation algorithm is used [19] . It is not feasible to achieve the accurate damage detection using modal parameters with measurement noise. Due to the incapability of conventional damage identification methods under the influence of uncertainties, fuzzy theory is utilized to handle the uncertainties and imprecision involved [20] . Sawyer and Rao [21] adopted fuzzy logic and continuum damage mechanics to process the uncertainties and complexities of damaged structure considering measurement noise. Chandrashekhar and Ganguli [22] alleviated the geometric and measurement uncertainties by using a fuzzy logic-based approach for damage detection. Pawar and Ganguli [23] proposed a genetic fuzzy system for structural health monitoring representing uncertainties with equivalent measurement noise. Existing researches indicate the validity and feasibility of fuzzy computation approaches in handing the uncertainties in structural damage detection.
Considering that various damages would result in different ratios of frequency changes, the clustering recognition of damages provides a novel damage localization method for irregular-shaped bridge. Fuzzy clustering algorithm is an unsupervised learning method of data automatic classification. It is able to explore the potential structural information of data and decompose a given set of objects into subgroups or clusters based on similarity. In fuzzy clustering, objects belonging to the same cluster are as similar as possible, whereas objects belonging to different clusters are dissimilar. In recent years, the damage identification based on fuzzy clustering attracts the interests of researchers. Palomino et al. [24] proposed a method combining probabilistic neural network and fuzzy cluster analysis methods to identify, locate, and classify two types of damage, namely, cracks and rivet losses in aluminum aircraft window. Ling et al. [25] presented a novel methodology based on fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering algorithm and measured FRF data to deal with vibration-based damage detection in a truss bridge model. FCM clustering algorithm proposed by Bezdek [26] is becoming the most popular method of fuzzy clustering analysis by virtue of its unique advantages. However, FCM algorithm is a local search algorithm evolved from conventional c-means algorithm. It is prone to fall into local minima when the initial cluster center is near the local optimal position [27] . In order to overcome the shortage of FCM algorithm in practical application, a hybrid clustering method combining FCM algorithm and particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is introduced, which can be called FCM-PSO. This method adopts PSO to globally explore and FCM to accelerate convergence, which maintains the merits of both PSO and FCM algorithms to improve the validity of data clustering.
In this paper, a two-stage damage identification approach for irregular-shaped bridge is presented by employing FCM-PSO algorithm. Since the first several natural frequencies and mode shape in local region can be obtained accurately and conveniently, the ratios of modal frequency changes and uniform load surface curvature difference (ULSCD) are selected to construct damage identification indices. Firstly, the ratios of modal frequency changes from training cases are classified into optimal number of clusters determined by Xie-Beni validity evaluation index. And the cluster centers and fuzzy memberships are also obtained based on FCM-PSO analysis. The damage location identification is achieved by calculating the memberships between damage location identification (DL) indicator vector and cluster centers of damage locations. On the basis of damage localization, damage extent identification (DE) indicator vector in damage region is established to identify the severity of damage based on the memberships in damage grades. An important advantage of the method is that the damage identification can be realized by few sensors. Numerical simulation for the typical irregular-shaped bridge is used to verify the effectiveness and accuracy of proposed algorithm. Damage identification results indicate that the two-stage damage identification method is favorable to identify the damage for irregular-shaped bridge.
Theoretical background

The ratio of modal frequency changes
The free vibration equation for an undamped structure is described as follows [12] :
where = , , are the stiffness matrix and mass matrix of structure, respectively; is the normalized mode shape; and is the natural frequency. Small changes in stiffness and mass (Δ , Δ ) caused by damage will produce small changes in and . For the perturbed system, Eq. (1) becomes:
Structural damages often have a significant effect on stiffness, but not on mass. Therefore, the change of mass can be neglected (Δ = 0). Due to the insignificant change of mode shape corresponding to minor damage, Δ is deleted in Eq. (2) . For a single vibration mode , Eq. (2) is changed into:
The structure is divided into elements. The global stiffness is decomposed into individual element stiffness matrices and element deformation ( ) is computed from the mode shape . It can be obtained that:
where, Δ represents the change of stiffness in th element; ( ) is the deformation of th element computed from th mode shape. When th element is damaged, Eq. (4) can be rewritten as:
Δ is related to the damage location and damage extent, which indicates the change of frequency contains the information of damage. For the th mode, change of natural frequency caused by damage is the function of damage location vector and stiffness reduction of . It may be expressed as:
Conducting first-order Taylor series expansion for Eq. (6) within the field of undamaged structure ( = 0). Eq. (6) is changed into:
When the structure is undamaged, = 0 and = 0. Therefore, (0, ) ≡ 0:
is only the function of damage location vector . For the th mode:
The ratio of modal frequency changes in th mode and th mode is:
As can be seen from Eq. (10), this ratio is a function of damage location only. Therefore, the damage location identification may be achieved by using the ratio of modal frequency changes [12] .
Uniform load surface curvature difference
The transformation from the natural frequencies and mode shapes to modal flexibility matrix is given by the expression [28] :
where the element of modal flexibility matrix , represents the deformation at the th point under the unit load at the point ; is the normalized mode shape; , are node numbers; is modal frequency; represents mode order and is the number of modes. Uniform load surface (ULS) is the deformation vector under uniform load [29] . It is defined as:
with:
Uniform load surface curvature (ULSC) is defined as the second order difference of uniform load surface vector [30] :
where is the length of element. The difference of uniform load surface curvature (ULSCD) before damage and after damage ( , ) can be defined by Eq. (15), which is able to reflect the extent of damage: 
Hybrid clustering algorithm (FCM-PSO)
FCM clustering algorithm
In order to determine the clusters of damages, the FCM clustering has been applied to structural health monitoring (SHM) problems. It is employed to make a fuzzy decision by using the membership of damage index in a cluster. FCM clustering algorithm uses a certain objective function described in Eq. (16) to determine the local minima iteratively [26] :
where is the total number of objects and (1 < < ) is the number of clusters; = [ , , … , ] is the cluster center vectors; is the center for th cluster; = [ ] × is fuzzy membership matrix;
is an element of and represents the membership associated with the th object and th cluster; = − is the Euclidean distance between data point and cluster center ; ∈ [1, +∞] (normally = 2) is fuzzy coefficient which controls the fuzziness of membership matrix; For the membership value , following requirements are required:
and are updated by Eqs. (18) and (19) at each iteration step, respectively. The iterative equations calculated by solving the derivative of objective function using Langrange multiplication are defined as follows:
Even though the objective function is improved at each iteration, it is not sure to obtain the optimal value. Therefore, the improvement of traditional FCM method is necessary for practical application [31] .
PSO algorithm
PSO algorithm is proposed by J. Kennedy and R. C. Eberhart [32] . At each iteration, the positions and velocities of particles are constantly updated to search the optimal solutions. Velocity and position of th particle are updated by:
and:
where is inertia weight; the number of particles is = 1, 2,…, ; , are acceleration coefficients (normally = = 2); , are two independently random variables uniformly distributed in [0,1]; = ( , , … , ) and = ( , , … , ) represent the position and velocity of th particle, respectively.
is the personal best position and is the global best position.
Inertia weight is linearly decremented as the number of iterations increasing from the maximum value to the minimun value [33] :
where = 0.9, = 0.4; and denote the current iteration and maximum number of iterations, respectively.
FCM clustering improved by PSO algorithm (FCM-PSO)
In this paper, an advanced fuzzy clustering algorithm called FCM-PSO is established through FCM algorithm integrated with PSO algorithm. It takes advantage of the excellent features of PSO in the aspect of global exploration and FCM in the aspect of speeding up convergence.
Vectors of cluster centers = [ , , … , ] in FCM algorithm are adopted as position of each particle in PSO algorithm. Each particle is composed of cluster centers and represents the th cluster center in th clustering manner. In order to evaluate the particle solution, the fitness function is established by:
The smaller is, the better clustering effect will be. The personal best position of particle and global best position are updated according to the Eqs. (24) and (25):
The calculation procedure for FCM-PSO is demonstrated in Fig. 1. 
Clustering validity evaluation
In the clustering process, the number of clusters must be pre-defined. However, in general, the number of clusters is impossible to be obtained in advance. Xie-Beni ( ) index proposed by Xie is adopted to evaluate the clustering validity and determine the cluster number in this paper [34] . It is given by:
The smaller numerator and greater denominator indicate the better partition. Therefore, the minimum of determines the optimal cluster number . 
Numerical simulation
A typical concrete irregular-shaped bridge is selected as the research object, which is firstly established by Lu [35] , as shown in Fig. 2 Table 1 . shown in Fig. 3 . It is partitioned through mapped meshing technique using element of solid65. Material properties of elements are modulus of elasticity = 3.5×10 10 Pa, density = 2500 kg/m 3 , Poisson's ratio = 0.2. There are totally 37744 elements generated in the FEM after mesh dividing. The size of elements is 0.5 m in most of parts, while web plates of box girder, diaphragms and bifurcation location are subtly partitioned. In consideration of the complexity of model, the damage may occur in every span. It is unpractical to identify damage in all sections of structure. The middle sections of spans are chosen as research objects in order to verify the efficiency and accuracy of proposed method. Length of damaged locations is 2 m, and there are four damaged elements located at sections 1, 3, 4 and 5, while three elements in section 2 at the longitudinal direction. Specific damage situation is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Damage of element is simulated through the reduction of elastic modulus. The damage percentage ( ) is defined by:
where is Young's modulus of material; Superscripts and represent the undamaged and damaged states, respectively. 
Damage location
The ratio of modal frequency changes of bridge is the function of damage location and unrelated to the damage extent. The ratio of modal frequency changes in th and th modes can be calculated by:
where, Δ , Δ are the changes of modal frequencies in th and th modes of damage structure. Ratios of frequency changes in first six order modes are chosen as objects for FCM-PSO clustering to identify damage location. The damage location identification indicator vector constructed for clustering analysis is defined as:
where Δ is the ratio of modal frequency changes in th and th modes.
Damage severity
The ULSCD index reflects the flexibility characteristic and increases with the reduction of structural stiffness. It can be used to identify the extent of damage. ULSCD values in damaged region are constructed by natural frequency and mode shape measured in the center line of bridge section. The identification indicator vector for damage severity is expressed by:
where is the ULSCD value of th node in damage region.
Damage location identification based on FCM-PSO algorithm
Determination of cluster centers
Taking damage identification of sections 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for example, 36 damage cases shown in Table 2 are investigated and used as training cases. The levels of damage are 5 %, 10 %, 15 % and 20 %, respectively. The damage location identification indicator constructed by the first six order modal frequencies in each training case is adopted as training sample. Considering that the data for fuzzy clustering are largely different from each other, the ratios of modal frequency changes in training samples are normalized in advance before further calculation. It can be calculated by:
where is the normalized value of th ratio in th sample, and is the value of th ratio in th sample.
Through the clustering analysis for normalized samples, Xie-Beni validity evaluation values ( ) under different cluster numbers are shown in Fig. 5 . As can be seen from Fig. 5 , reaches to the minimum when the cluster number is = 9. Therefore, dividing the training samples into nine clusters can receive the best clustering effect. The training samples are divided into nine categories based on FCM-PSO algorithm after 62 iterations. Fitness curve of optimal particles is shown in Fig. 6 . The cluster centers are listed in Table 3 and membership values are shown in Fig. 7 . The training case can be assigned to the category with maximum membership. As can be seen from 
Fitness value
Iteration number damages can be located by calculating the membership of damage location identification indicator vectors and cluster centers of damage locations. Based on the cluster centers and membership values in Table 3 and Fig. 7 , the cluster centers corresponding to damage locations are calculated and listed in Table 4 . 
Damage location identification
The testing cases used to check the damage location identification performance are listed in Table 5 .
Membership values between the damage location identification indicators of testing cases and cluster centers corresponding to damage locations are listed in Table 6 .
As can be seen from Table 6 , the membership value of testing case A to damage location 2 is 0.9544. Similarly, the maximum membership values of testing cases (B, C, D and E) 
Membership value
Damage case
Cluster
, results of damage location identification are consistent with actual damage. It indicates that FCM-PSO algorithm can successfully identify the location of damage, and it has favorable applicability and accuracy. As can be seen from Fig. 8 , ULSCD values increase with the severity of damage in damage region. Therefore, the ULSCD values of nodes in damage segment can be adopted to evaluate the extent of damage. In practical structural damage identification, the accurate quantitative identification for damage severity is unnecessary [36] . These damages can be classified as four damage grades. A corresponding set of linguistic variables is expressed as {slight damage, Da ma ge region moderate damage, severe damage, destructive damage}, where each term is characterized by a fuzzy set in the universe of discourse (5, 20) corresponding to the damage extent. Considering the satisfactory performance of generalized bell-shaped membership function in fuzzy description [37] , it is used for the input variable of damage extent and defined as below:
where , and are the parameters which govern the generalized bell-shaped membership functions. Moreover, parameter is usually positive, and parameter locates the center of curve. Linguistic measure and midpoint associated with each fuzzy set for damage grade are listed in Table 7 . Fig. 9 illustrates the membership function for each of the four input fuzzy sets. As can be seen, damage levels of 5 %, 10 %, 15 % and 20 % are classified into the damage grades of "slight damage", "moderate damage", "severe damage" and "destructive damage" with the membership of "1", respectively. Therefore, damage severities of 5 %, 10 %, 15 % and 20 % are selected as the criterion to determine the damage grades of testing cases. Based on the damage grades, appropriate maintenance and reinforcement program can be developed, which is favorable to guarantee the safe operation of bridge structure. 
Damage grade identification
On the basis of identifying damage location, DE indicators in damage region corresponding to damage levels of 5 %, 10 %, 15 % and 20 % are defined as the cluster centers of "slight damage", "moderate damage", "severe damage" and "destructive damage", respectively. Damage grades of testing cases can be determined by the memberships between DE indicators of testing cases and cluster centers.
Damage severity identification with single damage location
Three elements of section 2 at the longitudinal direction are damaged. ULSCD values of relevant four nodes are used to construct the cluster centers for damage grades, as listed in Table 8 .
Testing cases with damage extents of 6 %, 12 % and 22 % are adopted to verify the identification approach. Membership values between testing cases and cluster centers for damage grades are listed in Table 9 . 
Damage severity
Membership value
Slight damage
Moderate damage Severe damage Destructive damage
The membership of 6 % damage to "slight damage" is 0.8570, which indicates the damage grade of 6 % is "slight damage". Similarly, the damage grade of 22 % damage is "destructive damage" with the membership of 0.8880 to this grade. Specifically, the membership of 12 % damage to "moderate damage" is 0.5825, which is the maximum one. And "severe damage" is 0.2754. The results reveal that the damage condition of 12 % is "moderate damage" and it has the tendency towards "severe damage". Identification results are consistent with the actual situation, which indicates the accuracy of this method in damage severity identification with single damage location. 
Damage severity identification with multiple damage locations
Cluster centers for damage grades when sections 2 and 4 are simultaneously damaged by 5 %, 10 %, 15 % and 20 % are listed in Table 10 . There are four elements to be damaged in section 4 and five relative nodes to be selected in this region. Testing cases for damage severity identification with multiple damage locations are listed in Table 11 . And membership values of testing cases in damage grades are listed in Table 12 . As can be seen from Table 12 , the damage grades of testing cases determined by maximum membership are consistent with actual damage conditions. Additionally, the damage case (17 %-10 %) indicates that the damage grade in section 2 is "severe damage" with the tendency towards "destructive damage" and the damage grade in section 4 is "moderate damage". By comparing the evaluation results and actual situations, the proposed damage severity identification method is effective to identify damage with multiple locations.
For the damages in sections 1-2-3-4-5, the identification results for damage grades are listed in Table 13 . The membership values of each section in cluster centers for damage grades can be able to reflect structural damage extent and forecast the deterioration trend. 
Conclusions
In this paper, an efficient two-stage damage identification approach is proposed, which employs the ratios of modal frequency changes and ULSCD values combining with FCM-PSO algorithm. In the process of damage localization using FCM-PSO, the ratios of modal frequency changes from training cases are classified into nine categories and the cluster centers for damage locations identification are constructed. Damage location is identified based on the memberships between testing case and cluster centers. Identification results for a typical irregular-shaped bridge indicate that PSO-FCM algorithm can successfully locate the single and multiple damages in irregular-shaped bridge. Additionally, after obtaining the damage location, ULSCD values in damage region are adopted to identify the severity of damage based on the memberships of testing case in damage grades. Identification of damage grades for single and multiple damage locations has verified the applicability and accuracy. Considering the performance of two-stage damage identification technology in damage localization and damage severity assessment, the proposed approach is efficient and accurate to identify damage for irregular-shaped bridge.
